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Maths

PSHCE
Physical Health & Wellbeing:
Knowing what a healthy diet looks like; the
benefits of a healthy diet; the importance
of being active and getting enough sleep;
basic personal hygiene.

Why is the
world
special?

Y1: Counting, reading and writing numbers up to and across 100; counting in
multiples of 2, 5 and 10; learning number bonds to 20, by heart, and using the
related subtraction facts; recognising, finding and naming one half as two equal
parts of an object, shape or quantity; recognising and naming 2D shapes.
Y2: counting in steps of 2, 3 and 5 from 0, and in 10s from any number; recapping
number bonds to 20, and exploring bonds to 100; adding and subtracting
numbers mentally; exploring the properties of 3D and 3D shapes; constructing
and interpreting pictograms, tally charts, tables and simple graphs.

Did people
go on
holiday 100
years ago?

History
Talking about the past using relevant language; recognising
objects that belonged to the past; asking questions about the
past; researching using computers and books; talking about how
we have changed since being born, and how things are different
now from when our grandparents were born.

English

Special Events

Y1: focusing on correct pencil grip and letter/number formation; using
phonemes to spell unknown words (Eg. yoo, rayn, sed); using the
personal pronoun, 'I', leaving spaces between words; using a capital
letter for the start of a sentence; continuing with the phonics
programme.
Y2: focusing on joining up some letters; writing capital letters
accurately; using phonemes to spell multisyllabic words (Eg.
eggsighting, speshal); developing stamina for writing by writing for
different purposes; using thoughtful and ambitious language; using full
stops and capital letters accurately; using ! and ? when writing
independently; continuing with the phonics programme if required.

Art
Mixed Media & Techniques
using paint, charcoal, pastels and different grades
of sketching pencils,; exploring the primary and
secondary colours; creating tints and tones of
colour; cutting, rolling and curling materials;
creating moods and showing how people feel in
drawings/paintings.

Computing
Information Technology
Science
Seasonal Change
Observing, naming and commenting on the
change in seasons.

using a camera/microphone; organising,
retrieving and manipulating digital content;
navigating websites and searches; using
technology safely.

Working Scientifically
asking questions; carrying out simple tests;
using data to answer questions;
identifying and classifying.

PE
Games

Class visit to The National Railway Museum
in York - Dates to follow
Can you help?
If any of you or your family/friends would like
to come in and share photos/stories of
experiences of transport and holidays over
the years, then we'd love your help to
enhance our learning. Maybe you've been in
a hot air balloon, on the Orient Express or
have photos of holidays from long ago!
Dates to follow

